Spelling-sound correspondence is only one component of Word Recognition, which is only one piece of the Science of Reading—but it’s an important factor to build foundational skills!

Use these free, printable letter cubes for phonics practice in your classroom or share with families to use at home.

**Directions for young learners:** With a grown-up’s help, print out the cubes. Cut along the outside edges of the cube pattern, fold along the dotted lines, and then tape or glue the edges to create a cube. You will be able to roll these cubes like dice!

**Directions for grown-ups:** These printable cubes can be created using standard paper, but if you wish to make them more durable, try printing on cardstock, laminating the paper, or pasting the cube templates onto another sheet of paper with a heavier stock or weight before cutting out the cubes. Cut along the outside edges of the cube pattern, fold along the dotted lines, and then tape or glue the edges to create a cube.
For more on the Science of Reading, visit mheonline.com/sor